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I. Introduction ----- 
In  the  pas t  several  years there  has been renewed a c t i v i t y  i n  the 
ana lys i s  of the geomagnetic f i e l d  due t o  i t s  importance i n  cont ro l l ing  
t h e  t r a j e c t o r i e s  of cosmic rays and lower energy charged p a r t i c l e s  
trapped i n  the  magnetosphere. 
on the  region from a l t i t u d e s  100 t o  60,000 Krp, spher ica l  harmonic repre- 
sen ta t ions  of the  geomagnetic po ten t ia l  have been used almost exclusively.  
Their usefulness i n  t h i s  volume of  space i s  appropriate s ince the  f i e l d  
descr ip t ion  i s  smooth and i s  easy t o  drop terms from the series as they 
become ins ign i f i can t  with increasing distance from the ear th .  However, 
there  a r e  d e t a i l s  i n  the computation of t h i s  f i e l d  t h a t  can confuse the  
novice user  of the  numerous avai lable  computor codes s ince severa l  different,  
conventions are followed. 
i n  convention and t o  present a coherent set of programs su i t ab le  t o  d i f -  
f e r e n t  uses. 
Since most of the interest has centered 
We attempt here t o  point  out these differences 
1 
11. Formulation 
Making minor changes t o  the expressions given by Chapman and Bartels 
"Geomagnetismtt (1940 p. 639)* we write the po ten t i a l  of  the i n t e r n a l  f i e l d  as: 
+ n,m 
V = a  (gnym cos m y  h sin m y  ) Pnym (e) 
n=l m=O 
where a = radius  of the  ea r th  
r = geocentric dis tance 
g,h=Gauss coef f ic ien ts  
= longitude 
We will hereaf te r  r e f e r  t o  t h i s  book as GM 
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0 = colatitude 
Pnym (0) = associated Legendre functions (Gauss normalized) 
from which three orthogonal components may be derived by taking the gradient 
B =  + v v  to give - 
i n-1, n-1 pnyn = (sine) P 
n n+2 
2 (ii) ( gn,mcos mvhn9msin my m) up"'" B0 = u= c 
r 0 n=l m=O d 0  
oc n 
= (a$+2 m (-gnym sin m'f'+hnjm cos m y )  Pnym(0) I B =  1 
r sin Q 3 ~p n=l m=o s inQ 
C' n 
a r n=l m a  B, = 
= -c 7 ( E I ~ + ~  (n+l) (gnJm cos m'f+hnjm sin mlf )Pnjm (e) 
+ 
We here follow the notation in GM pp. 610-611 in denoting the (Gauss- 
Laplace) funtions Pn9"(Q) which are distinct in normalization from 
the Neumann functions P 
lations between these functions is given explicitly in GM pp. 610-611, 
( 0 )  and the Schmidt functions P: ( 0 ) .  The re- n,m 
Equations 11, 19 and 20. Here it is useful to note that 
(2n) ! /2% ! = (2n-1) ! ! 
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n >1 
For the  dipole term of degree n=l  and order m=o the previous 
expressions can be used t o  derive the f i e l d  a t  the ear ths  surface 
( s a )  as follows: 
Thus f o r  g1Yo > 0, BQ 4 0 f o r  a l l  Q and Br < 0 i n  the northern hemisphere 
( Q  4 90°). 
used in  geomagnetism as i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Figure 1 (taken from GM pg. 2 ) .  
These d i rec t ions  a re  d i f f e r e n t  from those conventionally 
I n  t h i s  f i g u r e  the three orthogonal components of the f i e l d  a re  X (=north) , 
Y (= east) and X (= downward). 
d e f i n i t i o n  between geodetic and geocentric coordinates t o  be discussed 
subsequently, BQ = -X, B r  = -X and B 
t o  perform the evaluation of the f i e l d  components u t i l i z i n g  P n y m ( Q )  , 
instead of the Schmidt quasi-normalized functions 
a problem, i n  t h a t  by in te rna t iona l  convention the g ' s  and h 's  f o r  the 
expression of the geomagnetic f i e l d  a r e  t o  be used with the e ' s .  
on t h i s  point  a r e  t o  be found i n  GM pg. 638 as follows: 
Except f o r  a s l i g h t  difference of 
* u = Y. We r e a l i z e  t h a t  in choosing 
( Q ) ,  we are creat ing 
CommerlGs 
L Down 
I .  
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"Wor.kers i n  t h i s  f i e l d  a r e  advised t o  use the p a r t l y  normalized 
functions e----- introduced by Adolf Schmidt. They have the ad- 
vantage t h a t  the mean square value of P i  i s  the same as t h a t  f o r  
Pn, s o  t h a t  the coeff ic ients  i n  the s e r i e s  indicate  the r e l a t i v e  
importance of the various terms. This choice would a l s o  remedy, 
f o r  the future ,  the regret table  confusion of notat ion which has 
0 
existed i n  geomagnetic literature in the  past .  A resolut ion re- 
commending the use of Schmidt's functions was adopted by the 
Internat ional  Association of T e r r e s t r i a l  Magnetism and E l e c t r i c i t y  
a t  i t s  Wslshington meeting in 1939". 
The reason t h a t  the gauss normalization i s  adopted f o r  computer 
use i s  t h a t  i n  the evaluation of Be, By and E$ the choice of u n i t y  f o r  
the first term of the generating function saves two mult ipl icat ions 
f o r  each n and m. 
s l i g h t  shortening of the computation time i s  considered worth the  
complication of converting $, h: t o  gnJm, hnJm. We maintain the 
difference of convention used by Finch and Leaton (1960) whereby there  
i s  a change of s ign between the two types of coef f ic ien ts  and a corre- 
sponding difference e i t h e r  i n  the sign of the poten t ia l  V or i n  taking 
the gradient V V t o  compute the f i e l d .  Thus f o r  the e a r t h ' s  f i e l d  the 
0 dipole term glJo > 0 whereas g l  C 0. 
Since computer codes a re  being used extensively, t h i s  
The fac tors  SnJm used f o r  converting the "Schmidt normalized" co- 
e f f i c i e n t s  &, h:, t o  the " G a x s  normalized" $lJm, hnym a r e  as follows: 
s = -1. 
0,O 
(n-m+l) -J where J = 2 f o r  m = 1 
n + m  J = 1 f o r  m 7  1 
- 
Sn,m - Sn,m-1 
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Oblate Earth 
The above formulation i s  rigorously cor rec t  only f o r  a sphere. 
In  the past  geomagneticians have chosen t o  ignore the f a c t  t h a t  t he  
ea r th  i s  non-spherical even t o  the extent  of making no allowance f o r  
i t s  oblateness. To again quote GM (pg.641): 
" W n i l e  it is  of considerable theo re t i ca l  in terest  t o  consider 
the influence of the e a r t h ' s  oblate  form, i t  must be admitted that 
t h i s  refinement has not  added much t o  our ac tua l  knowledge of the  
f i e l d .  It makes no ser ious difference t o  the  estimates of e i t h e r  
the ex ter ior  pa r t ,  the i n t e r i o r  pa r t ,  o r  the non-potential pa r t  
of the r e su l t s .  
magnetic f i e l d  can theref ore be a t t r i bu ted  t o  the  e a r t h ' s  oblateness. It 
However, as the accuracy of evaluation of the  earth's f i e l d  increases  
No s ign i f i can t  physical  property of the geo- 
it i s  obvious t h a t  it w i l l  eventually be e s s e n t i a l  t o  take the e a r t h ' s  
t rue shape i n t o  account. 
coef f ic ien ts  i s  d m e  i n  spherical  coordinates, r ,Q a n d y ,  the r e su l t i ng  
f ia lds  B ~ ,  Bg and B 
only constant pertaining t o  the ea r th  i s  the rad ics  2 used i n  the  p o t e n t i d  
function. 
mean value of 6371.2 Km for  2.  
problem is  t h a t  of converting posi t ions i n  geodetic coordinates t o  
geocentric before evaluating t h s  f i e l d  and of transforming the resu l t ing  
geocentric f i e l d  vectors back t o  the geodetic system t o  compare with 
da ta  measured i n  t h i s  system. 
given here only f o r  the oblateness of the ear th .  
w e  may write: 
So long as the  evaluation of the  harmonic 
w i l l  be i n  s t r i c t  geocentric d i rec t ionso  The Y 
To be consis tent  with pas t  determinations we have adopted the 
With t h i s  philosophy i n  mind the only 
The expressions f o r  t h i s  conversion are 
Referring t o  Figure 2 
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Figure 2 
and R2 = h2 + 2h fl/A2 cos2A+ B2 sin2h*+ A4 c o s 2 h  + & sin2A 
where : 
h = height above the geoid 
y = geocentric l a t i t u d e  (90°-8) 
h = geodetic l a t i t u d e  
R = geocentric dis tance 
A = equator ia l  radius (=6378.165 Km) 
B = Polar radius (=6356.783 Km) 
Using A and h the geocentric quant i t ies  8= 90 - 
be calculated f o r  use i n  the previous expressions f o r  B. 
and R may thus 
- 
The conversion 
from Be, B r  t o  X and Y can then be done by the rotat ion:  
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x = -B@ cos & 
a = B@ s i n d  -B, cos6  
-B, s i n 6  
wiiere 6= 1\ - + 
For the use 01 cuef f ic ien ts  of the f i e l d  derived from surface 
da t a  using t.he approximation t h a t  the  ea r th  i s  spherical ,  the  proper 
\. 
re la t ions  are:  
r = 6371.2 + h X = -Br 
111. General Purpose Field Program 
The purpose of the f i r s t  s e t  of programs i s  the evaluation of the 
geomagnetic f i e l d  components X ,  Y ,  X, F using any ava i lab le  set  of 
harmonic coeff ic ients  a t  any point i n  normal geoaetic coordinates 
Latitude, Longitude and Alti tude.  
The log ic  o f  the main control  program FIELDG i s  given i n  
Figure 3 and the FORTRAN l i s t i n g  i n  Table I.  A s  can be seen i n  the  
l i s t i n g ,  the var iables  are:  
INPUT: DLAT = Geodetic l a t i t u d e  A i n  degrees (north pos i t i ve ) .  
DLONG = East longitude i n  aegrees. 
ALT = Height above the ea r th  i n  Km. 
TM = Time i n  years  for which f i e l d  i s  desired(e.g. Ju ly  
15, 1964 = 1964.54) 
NMX = Maximum degree N (=n + 1) of  spher ica l  harmonic 
coef f ic ien ts  t o  be used. 
L = Code t o  read i n  new coef f ic ien ts  when > 0. 
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OUTPUT: X = North geodetic component (=BN)* 
Y = East component (=BE)+ 
i3 = Vert ica l  component (=BV)* 
F = Total f i e l d  (=B)* 
The units of the output f i e l d  components w i l l  be the same as  those 
of the  coef f ic ien ts  . 
The log ica l  blocks of the program are thus: 
(1) Set  up Constants - 
On the f irst  c a l l  of the subroutine the  constants are 
s e t  up f o r  later use. 
t h a t  discussed by Kaula (1963), with an equator ia l  radius  
of 6378.165 Km and f l a t t en ing  f a c t o r  of 1/298.3. 
radius  = 6356.783 Km) 
The ea r th  e l l i p so id  used here is  
(Polar 
(2) Coefficient Set  up - 
(a.) L Test 
This block branching from L < 0 reads a s e t  of coef f ic ien ts  
from cards in  the format given in sect ion V of t h i s  report .  
The L value i s  then in te rna l ly  s e t  0 if time terms a re  pre- 
sen t  or negative if not,  f o r  l a t e r  use by the subroutine. 
This t e s t  i s  made only on GT (N,M) on the assumption tha t  
a t  l e a s t  one such time derivative will be present. L should 
*The l abe l s  BN, BE, BV, B were previously used i n  the Vanguard 3 
Report (Cain e t  a l ,  1962) and some subsequent programs. 
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only be s e t  pos i t ive  by the  user  i f  a new s e t  of coef f i -  
c ien ts  i s  t o  be read in. 
al tered by the subroutine it should always be given as a 
variable i n  the c a l l i n g  sequence r a t h e r  than a f ixed  p o i n t  
c ons t ant.  
Since L i s  an input parameter 
(b.) K Test  
The branch on K=O i s  the  conversion of the  Schmidt 
t o  Gauss normalized coe f f i c i en t s .  
are assumed t o  be Gauss normalized and not  converted. 
(c . )  
For K f O  the  coe f f i c i en t s  
Compute Coeff ic ients  f o r  a new Time 
The coe f f i c i en t s  TG and TH are  computed from the  
G I s  and H I S  a f t e r  being read in (L > 0) and the rea f t e r  
i f  L=O and the  time var iab le  (TM) changes. Since the  
secular  change i s  s m a l l ,  many users  may only wish t o  
change TM i n  increments of the order o f  a year. 
(3) Computations 
The computations from 'Comp 1' up t o  where the  FELD sub- 
routine is  ca l l ed  aa l cu la t e  the  proper inputs  f o r  FIELD. The 
NMAX used i n  FIELD i s  l imi ted  t o  the  smallest  of MAXN o r  NMX. 
( 4 )  Field Subroutine 
This subroutine i s  given here in two vers ions as l i s t e d  in 
Tables I1 and IV respect ively.  Although the second version i s  
discussed under the  next heading, it i s  so  constructed t h a t  it 
can a l s o  be ca l l ed  by FIELDG. The version i n  Table I1 i s  only a 
s l i g h t  modification of t h a t  given i n  the  Vanguard 3 repor t  (Cain 
e t  a1 1962). The var iab les  are:  --
I -  
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INPUT: ST = sine,  CT = cos0 
SPH = sin )4 CPH = cos 'p 
R = geocentric dis tance (Xm) 
NMAx = (n + 1) m a x i m u m  
OUTPUT: BT = Bg, BP = B BR = %, B Y' 
The gauss normalized coef f ic ien ts  G and H may be fed  from the  TG 
and TH in FIELDG through COMMON. 
t o  use Schmidt normalized coef f ic ien ts  d i r e c t l y  instead of con- 
ver t ing  it  would only be necessary t o  add the  f a c t o r  SHMIT (N,M) 
from the  FIELDG program (a f t e r  proper set-up) t o  the statements 
PNM = P (N,M) * AR 
It i s  these NMAX2-1 p a i r s  of mul t ip l ica t ions  that are saved on 
each subroutine c a l l  by the  use of gauss normalized coef f ic ien ts .  
I n  the  event t h a t  one wished 
and TEMP = G (N,M) * CP(M) + H(N,M) * SP ( M ) .  
b e  should note t h a t  although FIELD i s  here given as a sub- 
program of FIBDG, i t  can also appropriately be used independently 
provided the input var iab les  and coe f f i c i en t s  are i n  the proper 
form. 
IV. Special  Purpose Field Programs 
(a) FIELD (non-indexed version) : 
For ul t imate  economy a machine-language hand coded subroutine 
i s  the most e f f i c i en t .  However, s ince the  use of subscripted 
va r i ab le s  a l s o  increases  execution time, p a r t i c u l a r l y  on some com- 
puter  compilers which do not handle indexed var iab les  very e f f i -  
c i en t ly ,  a FIEL,D program with constants o r  constant indices  could 
shorten the execution time. This second vers ion of FIELD i s  
IBM 7094 (11) 
CDC 3600 
IBM 7094 (I) 
UNIVAC 1107 
IBM 1410 
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provided with the  i n t e n t  of supplying t h i s  e x t r a  eff ic iency.  
Since it i s  a f a i r l y  lengthy program, it i s  expedient t o  
generate the  FORTRAN t e x t  by the  program code given in Table 
111. 
NMAX = 18 but of course can be cu t  down t o  meet any spec i f ic  
NMAX with a r e s u l t i n g  savings in core locat ions.  
ac tua l ly  l i s t e d  in Table IV i s  a s2mewhat more compressed 
version of t h a t  which the program generator produces. 
ever, the compiled version of the  two programs are ident ica l .  
(b)  Timing: 
This FIELD generator i s  set t o  generate the t e x t  t o  
The t e x t  
How- 
An approximate timing f o r  the FIELDG subroutine for M = 8  
and TM changing i s  5.5 m s  on an IBM 7094 Model I. If TM 
remains constant the execution time drops t o  about 2.5 m s .  
A table  of the execution time f o r  the two versions of FIELD 
on various machines i s  as follows (NMAX = 8 ) :  
FIEL,D TIME (mi l l i sec)  
indexed non-indexed 
6.8 4*4 
8.7 6 .  
12.4 8 =3 
16.9 12.6 
3700 2500. 
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( e )  Decrease of NMAX with h 
Although the dropping of terms from the expansion with 
increasing R must be viewed according t o  the spec ia l  use of 
the program, we include here two FORTFUN statements that may 
be included t o  cut  execution time f o r  la rge  R: 
- 
NMAX = MAX1 (3., ABS (7.5/ALOG (1.001 + ALT/6371.2)* 
NMAX = MINO (NMAX, MAXN) 
where MAXN = m a x i m u m  number of coef f ic ien ts  available.  
Instead of performing the above computation each time 
one could instead of course refer t o  an approximate t a b l e  of 
values of R f o r  FIELD o r  ALT(Km) f o r  FIELDG as follows: 
NMAX ALT R/6371.2 
3 71000 12.0 
L, 35000 6.5 
5 22000 4.5 
6 16000 3.5 
7 12c)oo 2 09 
8 10000 2.6 
9 8000 2-3 
10 7000 2.1 
(d)  Coefficient converter 
For comparison o f  coeff ic ients  of d i f f e r e n t  normalization 
it may be useful t o  have a simple subroutine f o r  coef f ic ien t  
conversion. Such a subroutine i s  given i n  Table V with fo r -  
mulation similar t o  t h a t  used i n  FIELDG. 
"Fortran I V  ALOG i s  log, 
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V. Spherical Harmonic Coeff ic ients  
Collected herein a re  some of the  published s e t s  of spher ica l  
harmonic coe f f i c i en t s  i n  the format  wr i t ten  by FIELDG i n  u n i t s  of 
gamma (=lO-5Grrdss). (Table V I )  
V I .  Sample Values 
A few sample values of f i e l d  generated by the  FIELDG program 
using the s e t  o f  parameters marked "April  64 coef f ic ien ts"  a r e  as 
follows : 
TM = 1960.0 (=Epoch), NMX = 8 
DLAT DLONG ALT X Y 
-60 -180 0 10362 8221 
-60 -180 100 9822 7826 
-60 0 0 16356 -6532 
0 0 0 28047 -5969 
0 0 100 26710 -5695 
30 -60 0 22650 -6341 
60 120 0 4.060 -2976 
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SUBROUTINE FIELDG 
S t a r t  
S e t  u p  
Cons t a n  ts 
L = O  
3 - 
Read and  
L = -L 
Compute 
Coef f  i c l e n t s  ,* A 
f o r  new 





Con, a r t  
t $3 I 15 
Comp 1 Gauss  
I 
O b l a t e  





Trans fo rm 
X and  i3 
t o  Geodetic 
CALL, ING SEQUENCE : 
DLAT = Degrees L a t i t u d e  
DLONG = Degrees E a s t  L o n g i t u d e  
ALT = A l t i t u d e  ( K i l o m e t e r s )  
TM = Time i n  y e a r s  
NMX = Maximum d e g r e e  + 1 
L - C o n t r o l  v a r i a b l e  ( S e t  > 0 t o  r e a d  i n  
c o e f f i c i e n t s )  
X = Nor th  Component o f  F i e l d  
Y = E a s t  Component 
Z = Vert ical  Component ( P o s i t i v e   DO^) 
F = T o t a l  Field 
VARIARLES DESCRIBING INPUT COEFFICIENTS : 
J f 0 C o e f f i c i e n t s  d e r i v e d  u s i n g  s p h e r i c a l  
J = 0 C o e f f i c i e n t s  d e r i v e d  u s i n g  oblate 
K = 6 Schmidt  Normal ized  
K # 0 Gauss  Normal ized  
ear th  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  
earth 
*Numbers a t  Branch  P o i n t s  are s t a t e m e n t  numbers 
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22 
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2 8  
2 9  
3c 
3 1  
3 2  
33 
34 
3 5  
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3 7  
38 
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40 
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2 4  
2 5  
62 
6 3  
64 










7 5  
16 
1 7  
79 
8 0  
8 1  
3 2  
8 3  
9 4  
8 5 
t!6 
8 7  




9 2  








































































































FORMAT (6Xt35HBP =AOR+(H(2,Z)*CPZ-G(2t2)*SP22) 
DO 57 N=3,lY 
NM=f$- 1 
NM2zN-2 
FORMAT 16X~SOHSUBROUTINE FIELD (STrCTrSPHrCPH,RtNMAXrBTrBPrBRtB)) 
FORMAT ( 6 X ~ 3 1 H C O M M O N / C O E F F S / G ( 1 8 r l B ) r H ( l 8 t l 8 ) )  
FORMAT (6XpllHAR=6371-2/R) 
FORMAT ( l H C ,  59Xt 4"- 2 1 
FORMAT (6Xt7HSP2=SPH) 
FORMAT (6X,i'HCP2=CPH) 
FORMAT (6Xt6HP21=CT 1 
FORMAT f 6Xr6HP22=ST) 
FORMAT (6x1  9HDP2 l=-P22 1 
FORMAT (6Xr24HC2=G(2r2)*CP2+H(2*2)*SP2) 
FORMAT (6X,33HBR=-IAOK+AOR)+(G(Z~l)*P2l+C2+P22)) 
FORMAT 16Xt29HBT =AOR*~G12rl)*DP2l+C2*DP22)) 
PUNCH 16tNMrN 
FORMAT (6X,eHIF(N~AX-,I2,6H) lrlrrI2) 
PUNCH 17rN 
FORMAi 
IF IMOD(Nt2)) 18t21t18 





FORMAT (6X12HCPr 12,4H=(CPr 129 3H+SPr 12r 5H 1 # (  CPr I2 9 3H-SPp I2 9 1H 1 1  
GO TO 24 
PUNCH 22rNeNtNMrNM 
FORMAT ( 1 2 , 4 X , 2 H S P , I 2 r 7 H = S P 2 ~ C P , I 2 , 7 H + C P Z * S P , I 2 )  
PUNCH 23rNrNMpNM 
FORMAT IbXr2HCP,12,7H=CP2*CPtI2r7H-SP2*SPtI2) 








































































Table I11 (Cont) 
3 1  
32 
3 3  




3 8  
3 9  
40  
4 1  
42 
4 3  
4 4  
45 
4 6  







5 4  
55 
5 6  
5 7  
58 
5 9  
FORMAT ( 6 x 1  10HDP33=-DP31) 6 4  
GO TI) 4 3  65  
DO 43 M=l rNH 6 6  
I NUM-I N+M-3 ) * (  I.(-M-1) 6 7  
I DEN= (N+N-3) * (  N+N-5) 6 0  
LC 1= I 10000. I ?dUM 1 / IDEN+ 10000 69 
INUM=MODIlOOOO*INUM~ IOEN) 70  
IC2=(10000+1NUM)IIDEN+lOOOO 71  
PUNCH JJ,N,M,%H,M 7 2  
FORMA1 (bX,lHP,212r6H=P2l*P,212) 73 
I F  (M-NM)  34,36934 74 
PUNCH 3 5 r I C l r I C 2 r N M Z s M  7 5  
FORMAT (SX,4HS-O.r214,2H*P,212) 76 
PUNCH 37rN,M,NM,MpNM,M 7 7  
FORMAT ( 6 X , 2 H D P ~ 2 I 2 , 7 H = P 2 1 + D P 1 2 I Z 1 7 H + D P 2 l * P , 2 I 2 )  78  
I F  (M-NM) 3 8 ~ 4 0 . 3 8  79 
PIJNCH 39, ICl, IC~INHZIM 80 
FOR M A T  ( 5 X  9 4H 5-0 s 2 I 4 , 3H* r)P , 2 I2 1 81 
CONT INUE 8 2  
PU'VCH ~ ~ ~ N I N I N M , N H  8 3  
FORMAT ( 6 X , l H P ~ Z 1 2 . 6 H = P 2 2 ~ P ~ 2 1 2 ~  8 4  
PUNCH 42 , N N , NM, Nv NM 85 
FORM41 ( ~ X , Z H D P , ~ I ~ , ~ H = , I Z I ~ H . O . P ~ ~ I ~ ~  8 6  
PUNCH 4 4  87  
FORMAT (6X,lOHAOR=AOR*AR) 8 8  
00 4 6  M=2rN 8 9  
PUNCH 45  9 MI N, M r M  , N rM , M 90 
FORMAT ( 6 X ~ l H C , I 2 ~ 3 H = G ( ~ I Z ~ l H ~ ~ I 2 ~ 4 H ) + C P ~ I Z ~ 3 H + ~ ~ ~ I 2 ~ l H ~ ~ I Z ~ 4 H ~ ~ S P  91 
1.12) 9 2  
CONTINUE 9 3  
PUNCH 47rNpNVN 94 
FORMAT (6X,BHBR =BR ~ ~ I 2 ~ 1 O H ~ O * A O R ~ ~ G ~ ~ I 2 ~ 5 H ~ l ~ ~ P ~ ~ 2 ~ l H 1 ~  95 
00 4 9  M=2,N 96 
PUNCH 48,M,N,H 9 7  
FORMAT (5X  ,3HS+C, I2 r2H*P12121  9 8  
CONT I NUE 99 
PUNCH 50 100 
FORMAT (5X,2HSl)  101 
PUNCH 5 1  9N.N 102 
FORMAT (6X,15HBT =BT +AOR*(G(r I 2 r 6 H i l ) * D P ,  1291H1) 1 0 3  
DO 53 W2.N 104 
PUNCH 52,M,N,M 1 0 5  
FORMAT (5X,3HS+C, 12,3H+DP*212) 1 0 6  
CON1 I V U E  107 
PUNCH 5 0  108  
PUNCH S4rN,N,N 109 
FORMAT (6X,l6HBP =BP -AOR*((G(~IZI~OHI~)*SP~-H(,XZ~~OH,~)*CP~)*P,I 110  
129 1H21 111 
00 56 M=3rN 112 
WM=M- 1 113 
PUNCH 55,MH, N, h,  H,N,M PM, N, H 114 
FORMAT ~ 5 X ~ 2 H ~ + ~ I 2 ~ 6 H ~ O * ~ G ~ , I Z l l H ~ ~ I 2 ~ 4 H ~ * S P 1 I 2 ~ 3 H ~ ~ ~ ~ I Z ~ l H ~ ~ I 2 ~ 4 H  115  
l ) * C P ~ I 2 , 3 H ) * P , 2 1 2 )  1 1 6  
CON1 I NUE 117  
PUNCH 50 118 
CON1 I NU€ 119 
PUNCH 58 1 2 0  
FORMAT (lHl,SX9HBP=BP/P22) 121 
PUNCH 5 9  1 2 2  
FORMAT ( 6 X ~ 2 5 H B = S Q R T ( B R * B R + B T * B T + B P * B P l )  1 2 3  
PUNCH 60 124 
I Table 111 (Cont) 
60 F O R M A T  ( 6 X v 6 H R E T U R N )  
PUNCH 6 1  
R E  T U R N  
END 
61 f ORPIAT ( 6 X  v3HEND 1 
1 2 5  
126  
12 7 





















AOR= AOK+ AR 
CZ=G(3.2)*CP2+H( 3*2)*SPZ 
C 3 = G ( 3 . 3 ) + C P 3 + H ( 3 , 3 ) * S P 3  
3 R= 3 &-3 0 A 0 R ( G ( 3 , 1 1 + P 3 1 + C 2 P 3 2 +C 3 P 3 3 1 
El=ET+AOK*(G(3,ll*DP3l+CZ+DP32+C3*DP33) 
B P = ~ P - A O R + ( ( G ( 3 , 2 ) + S P Z - ~ ( 3 , Z ) + C P ? ) * P 3 2 + 2 - O * ( G ( 3 , 3 ) + S P 3 - H ( 3 , 3 ) * C P 3 )  
l * P 3 3 )  
I F ( N M A X -  3) 18,18,3 
SP4=SP2*CP3+CP2*SP3 
CP4=CP2+CP3-SP2*SP3 
P41=PZ 1*P3 1-0.26666666ePZ 1 







A U R = A O R + A R  
C2=G(4,2)*CP2+H(4.2)*SPZ 
C 3=G ( 4 9 3 1 +CP 3+H ( 4.3 I + SP 3 
C 4 = G ( 4 , 4 ) , C P 4 + ~ ( 4 , 4 1 + S P 4  
N =  4 
BT=BT+AGK*(G(4,1)*DP41+C2*D?42+C3*DP43+C4+DP44) 
BP=8P-ACR+((G(4,2)rSP2-H(4,2)'CP21tP4Z+2oO+(G(4.3)+SP3-~(4,3)*CP3) 
I f ( N M A X -  4) lB.lSr4 
SP5=( SP3+SP3 1 +CP3 
CP5= ( c P 3  +SP3 1 + 4 c P 3-SP 3 1 
P 5 1 = ? 2 1 + P 4 1 - 3 . 2 ~ 7 1 4 2 H 5 . P 3 1  
nP5 l=P21+OP41+DP2 ltP4 1-0.25 f 14285eDP31 
P52=P21*P42-C.22857142+P32 
O P 5 2 = P Z 1 * D P 4 2 + O P 2 1 * P 4 2 - O o 2 2 8 5 7 1 4 2 ~ D P 3 2  
P53=p21+P43-0 .14285714*P33 
1+P43+3.C +(  G( 4,4 ) +  SP4-H( 4'4 )+CP4)*P44) 













































4 5  
46 
47 














Table IV (Cont) 
~ P 5 3 = P 2 1 * D P 4 3 + D P 2 l * P 4 3 - 0 . 1 4 2 8 5 7 1 4 * D P 3 3  
P 5 4 = P 2 1 * P 4 4  
D P 5 4 = P Z l * D P 4 4 + D P 2 1 * P 4 4  
P 5 5 = P 2 2 * P 4 4  
D P 5 5  = 4, c *P 5 4  
A U R = 4 0 R * A K  
C 2 = G (  5 ~ 2 )  +CP2+HI  5 9  2 1 *SPZ 
C 3 = G ; (  5 , 3 ) * C P 3 + H I  5 r 3  ) * S P 3  
C 4 = G ( 5 , 4 ) * C P 4 + H ( 5 , 4 ) + S P 4  
C 5 = G ( 5 , 5 ) * C P 5 + H L 5 r 5 ) * S P 5  
BR=BR-5.0*AOR+(G(5rl)sPS1+C2+P52+C2*P5~+C3*P53+C4*P54+C5*P55) 
BT=BT+AOR+(Z(5,1)*DP5l+C2itD~52+C3*~P53+C4*DP54+C5*DP55) 
B P = B P - A U R + ( ( G ( 5 , 2 ) * S P 2 - H ( 5 , 2 ) * C P 2 ) * P 5 2 + 2 - O * ( G ( 5 r 3 ) * S P 3 - H f ~ , 3 ) * C ~ ~ ~  
1 * P 5 3 + 3 . O + ( G ( 5 , 4 ) * S P 4 - H ( 5 , 4 ) + C P 4 ) * P 5 4 + 4 o ~ * ( G ( 5 r 5 ) * S P 5 - H ( 5 r 5 ) * C P 5 ) * P  
255 1 
I F ( N M A X -  5 )  i a r i 8 , 5  
C N= 6 
5 SP6=SP2+CPS+CP2*SP5 
CP6=C P2*CP5-S P 2 * S  P 5 
P 6 l = P 2 1 * P 5 1 - O 1 2 5 3 9 6 8 2 5 * P 4 L  
9 P 6 1 = P Z l + D P 5 1 + D P 2 1 + P 5 1 - 0 . 2 ~ 3 9 6 ~ 2 5 * ~ P 4 1  
P62=P21*P52-~1 .23809523*P42  
D P 6 2 = P 2 1  *DP52+DP21*P52-0 .7  3 8 0 9 5 2 3 * D P 4 2  
P63=P21+P53-0,19047619*P43 
0 P 6 3 = P 2 1 D P 5 3 + 0 P 2 1 * P 5 3- 0 1 9 0 4 7 6 1 3 it D P 4 3 
D P 6 4 = P 2 1 ~ D P 5 4 + f l P 2 l * P 5 4 - O . L 1 L l l l l l l l l * ~ P 4 4  
P 6 5 = P 2 1 * P 5 5  
D P 6 5 = P 2 l + D P 5 5 + D P 2 1 + P 5 5  
V 6 6  = P 2 2 *  P 5 5  
f lP66=5 .0*P65  
i 3 U R = A ; l H * A R  
PO4=P21+P54-U.  11 1 l l l l l * P 4 4  
C 2 = ~ ( 6 , L ) * C P 2 + ~ ( 6 , 2 I * S P Z  
C 3=G ( 6 9 3 1 *CP 3 + H  [ 6 , 3 1 * SP3 
C 4 = G t  694 ) * C P 4 + H I  6 p 4  ) + S P 4  
C 5 = C ; (  6 p 5  ) * C P 5 + H ( 6 , 5  l * S P 5  
Ch=G( 6 ~ 6 )  * C P 6 + H (  6 9 6  ) * S P 6  
“~=RK-6.0+AO~+(G(6rlI+Pbl+C?+P67+C3+P63+C4*P64+C5*P65+C6*P66) 
S T = B T + A O R + ( G ( 6 , 1 ) * D P 6 l + C ~ * ~ ~ 6 2 + C 3 * ~ P 6 3 + C 4 + D ~ 6 4 + C 5 * D P ~ 5 + C 6 * ~ P 6 6 )  
BP=BP-AUR* L ( G (  6,2 ) * S P Z - H f  h t 2  1 * C P 2  ) * P 6 2 + 2 . 0 a  ( G  ( 6  , 3 ) * S P 3 - H  ( 6 ~ 3  1 + C P 3 )  
L+P63+3 .0  * (G( 6 9 4 ) *SP4-H( 6r4 1 * C P 4 )  *P64+4.0*  ( G ( 6  r5 1 *SPS-H(  6 r  5 1 *CP5  1 *P 
2 6 ~ + 5 . 0 + ( ~ ( 6 , 6 ) * S P b - H ( 6 r 6 ) n C P G ) + P b b )  
I F  ( N M A X -  6 1 1 3  p 1 8 ~ 6  
SP7= I S P 4  +SP4 1 * C P 4  
C P 7 =  ( C P 4 + S P 4  I *  1 CP4-SP4 1 
P 7 1=P 2 f * P6 1-0 
DP7l=P21+DPhl+DFZ1*P61-0,25252525*DP51 
O P 7 2 = P 2 1 + O P 6 Z + D P 2 1 * P 6 2 - ~ . ~ 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 + ~ ~ 5 2  
DP73=321*0P63+DP2l*P63-0~2121212l*DP53 
P74=P21*P64-0 .16161614*P54  
D P 7 4 ~ P 2 1 * O P 6 4 + D P 2 2 * P 6 4 - 0 ~ 1 6 1 6 1 6 1 6 * D P 5 4  
P75=P21*P65-0109090309+ptJ5 
D P 7 5 = P 2 1 + D P 6 5 + O P 2 1 + P 6 5 - 0 ~ 0 9 0 9 0 9 ~ 9 * D P 5 5  
P 7 6 = P Z l * P 6 6  
D P 7 6 = P 2 1 * D P 6 6 + D P Z l + P 6 6  
P 7  7 = IJ2 2 P 6 6 
A 0  R = AU R * AR 
C N= 7 
6 
2 52 5 2 5 25 +P 5 1 
P 7 ? = P 2 1 * P 6 2 - 0 - 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 * P 5 2  
P73=P21*P63-0~21212121*P53 
T)p7 7z6.0 *P 76 
62 
6 3  
6 4  
65 
66 
6 7  * 
6 8  
69 
7 0  
7 1  - 
72 
7 3  
7 4  
75 
7 6  
7 7  
7 9  
80 
8 1  
82  
8 3  
8 4  
8 5  
86 
8 7  
88 
8 9  
90 




9 5  
96 I 
















1 1 3  
114  
1 1 5  
116 
117 
1 1 8  
119 
1 2 Q  
121 
1 2 2  
7a 
Table IV (Cont) 
C2=G(7,2)+CP2+H(7r?)+SP2 
C 3 = G (  7.3 )+CP3+H( 7.3 1 +SP3 
C 4 t G  ( 7 4 1 *CP4+H ( 7 e 4 I * S  P4 
C5=G(7r5)+CP5+H(7r5)*SP5 
C6=G(7,6)+CP6+H(7r6)+SP6 




l D P 7 7 )  
EP=BP-AOH+((G(7r2)+SP2-H(792)*CP2)*P72+2oO*(G(7.3)+SP3-H(7,3)*CP3) 
1*P73+3oG + (G( 7.4) +SP4-H( 7.4 )+CP4)+P74+4.0*( G ( 7.5) *SP5-H( 7. 5 )*CPS) +P 
275+5.0*(G(7r6)+SP6-H(7,6)+CP6)*P76+6.0*(G(7,7)*SP7-H(7,?)*CP7)+P77 
3) 
I IFlNMAX- 7 )  1 8 , 1 8 # 7  




DP81=P2 1 +DP7 1 + DP2 l * P  71-C. 25  174825 *DP61 
P82=P21+P72-O024475524*P62 
DP82= P2 1 +DP72 +DP2 1+P72-0 . 24475524+ 01'62 









AOR= A O R * A R  
P8 3=P21 *P73-0- 223776224P63 
P84=P21+P74-0o18881118+P64 
P 8 6= P 2 1 + P7 6-0 o 0 76 9 2 30 7 P 66 
C2=G I 8 t 2 1 * CP2 +H ( 8 . 2  1 SP2 
C 3=G ( 8 t 3 1 +CP 3+H ( 8 9 3 1 S P 3 
C 4 = G  ( 8 9 4 1 * C P4+ H ( 8 , 4 1 + S P 4  
CS=G(ar~)+CP5+H(8,51+SP~ 
C6=G( 8 9 6 1 *CP6+H( 8 9 6 1 * S P 6  
C7=G( €3, I )  *CP7+H( A 9 7 1 *SP7 
C 9 = G ( 8 , ~ ) * C P 8 + H ( 8 , 8 ) * S P 8  
3 R = ~ ~ - H . O * A U K + ( G ( 8 , 1 ) ~ P ~ 1 + C 2 * P 8 2 t C 3 + P 8 3 + C 4 + P B 4 + C 5 + P ~ ~ + C 6 * P 8 6 + ~ 7 * P 8  
B T = B T + A C R * ( ~ ~ ( 8 r l ) + D P 8 l + C 2 + D ~ ~ 2 + C 3 * ~ P 8 3 + C 4 * ~ P 8 4 + C 5 * ~ ~ ~ 5 + c 6 + ~ P 8 6 + ~ 7 +  
17+C8*PB8 1 
lDP87+CB*CP88) 
9P=EP-AOR+ ( (L( 8.2 )+SPZ-H( 9 9  Z ) * C P 2  ) *P87+2-0+(  G( B t  3 1 * S P  3-H( 893 )+CP3 1 
1+ PA 3+ 3 o 0 + ( G ( 8 e 4 1 SP4-H ( 8 9 4 I + C P 4  1 + P  84+4o U+ ( G ( 8 9 5 1 SP 5-H ( R . 5 1 C P5 1 *P 
ZB5+500+(G(8~6)+SSP-il(8r6)+CP6)+P86+6.0+IG(8,7)+SP7-H(B~7)+CP7)*P87 
3 + 7 o O * ( G ( 8 , 8 ) + S P 8 - H ( 8 r d ) . C P 8 ) + P E d )  
IF(NYAX- 8 )  18,1898 
C N= 9 
8 SP9=(SP5+SP5)+CP5 
c P 3 = ~ c P 5 + s P 5 ) * ~ c P s - s P 5 )  
P 9  1=P21*P81-0 - 25 1 ?82Ob*P 7 1  
D P 9 1 = P 2 1 + D P 8 1 + D P 2 1 + P 8 1 - 0 ~ 2 5 1 2 8 2 ~ 5 * D P 7 1  
P 9 2 = P 2 1 + P 8 2 - 0 . 2 4 6 1 5 3 8 4 + ~ 7 2  
DP92=P21*DP82+DP21*P82-@024615384*DP72  
P 9  3- P 2 1 P 8 3- 0 - 2 30 7 692 3 +P 7 3 
DP93zPZ l*DPS 3+DP2 1 *P83-DO23d76923+DP73 
P94=P21+P84-0.20512!320*~74 
123  
1 2 4  
1 2 5  
1 2 6  
127  
1 2 8  
1 2 9  
1 3 0  
1 3 1  
1 3 2  
1 3 3  
1 3 4  
1 3 5  





1 4  1 




1 4 6  






1 5 3  
1 5 4  
155 
156 
1 5 7  
158  
1 5 9  
160 






1 6 7  
1 6 8  
169 
1 7 9  
1 7 1  
177 
173  




1 7 8  
1 7 9  
18C 
181 
1 8 2  
1 8 3  
Table IV (Cont) 
1 8 4  
186  
187 
1 8 9  
190  
1 9 1  
192  
1 9 3  
1 9 4  
195 
1 9 6  




2 0 1  






2 0 8  
209 
210 
2 1 1  
2 1 2  
213  








2 2 2  






2 2 9  
2 3 0  
231 . 
2 32 
2 3 3  







2 4 1  
242 
243  
2 4 4  
1 a 5  
188 . 
, 






























































Table IV (Cont) 
C 
12 
P 1 2  1 = P 2  1 +PllL-O. 2 5062656+P 191 
D P 1 2 1 ~ P 2 L + D P l l l + D P 2 1 + P l l - 0 . 2 5 0 h 2 6 5 6 + D P l O l  
P 1 2 2 = ~ 2 1 * P L 1 2 - 0 ~ 2 4 8 1 ~ 0 3 O * P 1 0 2  
P ? 1 2 2 ~ P 2 l * D P 1 1 2 + D P 2 1 * P 1 1 2 - 0 . 2 4 ~ 1 2 0 3 0 + D P 1 0 2  
P 1 2 3 = P 2 1 + P 1 1 3 - 0 . 2 4 0 6 0 1 5 ~ + P 1 0 3  
D P 1 2 3 ~ P 2 1 * D P L 1 3 + D P 2 1 ~ ~ 1 1 3 - 0 . 2 4 0 6 0 1 5 0 + D P 1 0 3  
P 12 4=P2 1 +? 1 14-0- 2 280 70 1 7+P 104  
DP124=P21+DP114+DP21+P114-0 .22807017*DP104  
P12 5=P  2 1 *PI 1 5-0.2 105 26 3 1 + P 1 c) 5 
D P 1 2 5 ~ P 2 1 * D P 1 1 5 + D P 2 1 + P 1 1 5 - 0 . 2 1 0 5 2 6 3 1 , D P 1 0 5  
P126=P21+P116-0118796992*P106 
~ P 1 2 6 ~ P 2 1 + D P 1 1 6 + D P 2 1 ~ P l l 6 - 0 . 1 8 7 9 6 9 9 2 + D P 1 0 6  
P L 2 / ~ P Z 1 + P 1 1 7 - O ~ l h 0 4 0 1 O O * P l G 7  
OP127=P21*0P117+DP21~P117-0.16040100+0P107 
P 1 2 8 = P 2 1 + P 1 1 8 - 0 . 1 2 7 8 1 9 5 4 * P l J 8  
DP128=P21*DP118+OP21+Pll8-0~12781954*DP108 
P 1 2 9 = P 2 1 * P 1 1 9 - 0 . 0 9 0 2 2 5 5 6 + ~ 1 0 9  
D P 1 2 ~ = P 2 1 + 0 P 1 1 9 + D P Z 1 + P 1 1 9 - 0 . 0 9 0 2 ~ 5 ~ 6 * 0 P 1 0 ~  
P 1 2 1 ~ = P Z 1 + P 1 1 1 0 - 0 ~ 0 4 7 6 1 9 ~ 4 + P l O l O  
U P 1 2 L O ~ P 2 1 + D P l l 1 O + D P 2 L + P l 1 1 0 - 0 . 0 4 7 6 1 9 0 4 + D P l O l O  




A O R = A O K * A R  
C2=G(12,2)+CP2+H(12,7)*SP2 
C3=G ( 12 9 3 1 + C P 3 + h (  12 7 3 1 + S P  3 
C 4 = G  ( 12  9 4) +CP4+h( 1274 1 +SP4 
CS=G(1215)+CP~+H(l2r5)+SP5 
C 6 = G (  1 2  4 1 * C P 6 + H  ( 1 2  7 6 1 * S P h  
C 7 = G ( 1 2 , 7 ) + C ~ 7 + h ( 1 2 , 7 ) * S P 7  
C 8 = G (  1 2 7 8 )  +CPH+h( 1 2 1  8 1 +SPR 
C 3 = G  ( 1 2 1 9 )  + C P 9 + H (  1 2 7  9 1 * S P 9  
C 1 0 ~ G ~ 1 2 ~ 1 0 ~ * C P l O + H I l 2 ~ l O ~ ~ S P l O  
C 1 1 = b (  11,11 ) * C P L L + H (  1 2 ~ 1 1  ) * S P l l  
C 1 2 = ~ ~ 1 2 ~ 1 2 ) + C P 1 2 + H ( 1 2 ~ 1 2 ~ * S P 1 2  
D R = ~ Y - L 2 . @ + A O ~ + ( G ( 1 2 7  
B T = C T + A U ~ * ( G ( 1 2 ~ l ) + D P l 2 l ~ C 2 * ~ P l 2 2 + C 3 * D P l 2 3 + C 4 ~ C P l 2 4 + C 5 ~ D ~ l 2 5 + C 6 + ~ ~  
BP=BP-AbR*( ( G ( 1 2 ~ 2 ) + S P 2 - H ~ 1 2 7 ? ) + C P 2 ~ + P 1 2 ~ + 2 ~ 0 + ~ ~ ~ 1 2 7 3 ~ + S P 3 ~ H ~ 1 2 1 3 ~  
1 + C P  j 1 1'1 2 3  + 3  0 + ( I; ( 1 2  7 4 1 + SP 4-H( 1 2  9 4 1 + C P  4 1 + P  124+4.O+ ( G  ( 1 2  9 5 I S P5-H ( 1 
L 2 ~ 5 ~ + C P 5 ) + P l ~ 5 + 5 1 0 + ~ G o + S P 6 - H ( 1 2 r 6 ~ + C P 6 ~ ~ P l 2 6 + 6 ~ O + ~ G ~ l 2 ~ 7 ~ + ~ P 7  
3 ~ H ( 1 2 ~ 7 ) * C P 7 ~ + P 1 2 7 + 7 . 0 + ( ~ ( 1 2 ~ 8 ~ * S P 8 ~ H ~ l 2 ~ 8 ~ + C P 8 ~ + P 1 ~ 8 + ~ ~ 0 + ~ ~ ~ 1 2 9 9 ~  
4+SP3-H( 12,9 1 t C P 9  1 +PL29+9.l)+ (I;( 12rlO)*SPlO-H( 1 2 9 1 0 )  + c P l O )  +PL210+10.  
~ O + ~ G ~ 1 Z ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ S ~ 1 1 - H ( ~ 2 ~ l l ~ ~ C P l l ~ + P l 2 l l + l l ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ l 2 ~ l ~ ~ * S P l 2 ~ H ~ l 2 ~ l 2 ~  
1 2 6 + t 7 + P 1 1 7 + C 8 + P 1 2 R + C Y + P l 2 ~ + C l O + ? l 2 l O + C l l * P l 2 l l + C l ~ + P l 2 l 2 ~  
1 1 2 6 + C 7 ~ O P 1 2 7 + C 8 + ~ P l Z ~ + C 9 + D P l 2 ~ + C l O ~ D P l 2 ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ + ~ P ~ ~ l ~ + ~ l 2 + ~ P l ~ l ~ ~  
6+CP12)+P1212)  
I F  ( N M A X - 1 2  1 18118r 1 2  
SP13=(SP7+SP7)+CP7 
CPLj=(CP7+SP7)+(CP7-SP7) 
P l 3 l = P 2 1 + P 1 2 1 - 0 . 2 5 0 5 1 7 ~ 9 + ~ 1 1 1  
D P l 3 l = P 2 1 + D P 1 2 1 + D P 2 L + P 1 2 1 - 0 . 2 5 0 5 1 7 5 9 ~ D P l l l  
?132=PZl*P 122-O12484472O*P 112 
D P 1 3 2 ~ P Z l * O P L 2 2 + D ~ 2 1 + P L 2 2 - 0 . 2 4 8 4 4 7 2 O + ~ P l l 2  
P133=P21+~123-0 .24223602*P11.3  
P134zP2 1 * P 124-0-2 31 88405+P 11 4 
O P 1 3 6 = P 2 1 + D P 1 2 4 + D P 2 1 + P 1 2 4 - 0 . 2 ~ 1 8 8 4 ~ 5 + 0 P 1 1 4  
P 1 3 5 = ~ 2 1 + P 1 2 5 - 0 ~ 2 1 7 3 9 1 3 ~ + P l l ~  
~ ~ 1 ~ ~ = P 2 l + D P 1 2 5 + D P 2 1 + ~ ~ 2 ~ - 0 . 2 1 7 3 ~ 1 3 ~ ~ ~ P l l ~  
N=13 


















3 2  3 
3 2 4  
32 5 
3 2 6  













3 4 0  
34 1 
3 42 
3 4  3 
























Table IV (Cont) 
P136=P21+P126-0019875776*i '116 
DPf36=P2l*DP126+DP21*P126-0.19875776.DP116 
P 1 3 7 = P Z l * P 1 2  f - O . l 7 5 9 8 3 4 3 * P l 1 7  
D P 1 3 7 = P 2 1 * D P 1 2 7 + D P 2 1 * P 1 2 ? ~ 0 ~ 1 7 5 9 8 3 4 3 * D P 1 1 7  
P138=P21*P128-Oo14906832*P118 
DP139=P21+DP128+DP21*P128-0.14906832*DP118 
P 1 3 9 ~ P 2 1 ~ P 1 Z 3 ~ O o 1 1 8 0 1 ~ 4 2 * P 1 1 9  
D P 1 3 3 ~ P 2 1 * 0 P 1 2 9 + D P 2 1 * P 1 2 ~ ~ 0 ~ 1 1 8 0 1 2 4 2 * 0 P 1 1 9  
P131O=P2l*P1210-0 .08281573*Pl l lC  
DP1310=P2l*DP1210+OPZl+Pl2lO~OoO828l573*DPlllO 





@P1313=12 .0*P1312  
A O R = 4 0 H * A R  
C2=G(l3,2)*CP2+H(13rZl*SP2 
C3=G( 1 3 , 3 ) * c P 3 + H (  1 3 9 3 ) + s P 3  
C 4 = G 1 1 3 9 4 ) * t P 4 + H (  1 3 , 4 ) * S P 4  





C l O = G (  1 3 * 1 0 1 * C P l O + H (  1 3 r l O ) * S P 1 0  
C l . l ~ G ( l 3 ~ l l ) * C P 1 1 + H ~ l 3 ~ l l ~ * S P l l  
C12=G(13~12)*CP12+H(l3~lZ)*SPl2 
t 1 3 = G (  1 3 * 1 3 ) * C P 1 3 + H (  1 3 . 1 3 l * S P 1 3  
RR~BX-13.G*AO~*~G~l3~l~*Pl3l+~Z*~l32+C3~Pl33+C4*Pl34+C5*Pl35+C6*Pl 
1 3 6 + C 7 + P 1 3 7 + C S ~ P 1 3 8 + C 9 * P l 3 9 + ~ l C * P l 3 l O + C ~ ~ ~ P l ~ ~ l + ~ ~ 2 * ~ l ~ ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
2 )  
1136+C7~DP137+C8*DP138+C9*~Pl39+ClO*~Pl3lO+~ll~OPl3ll+Cl2*DPl3l2+Cl 
2 3 * D P 1 3 1 3 )  
BT~B~+AOR*~G(13~l~+0Pl3l+C2*DPl32+C3*DPl33+C4*DPl34+C5*OPl35+C6*DP 
B P ~ D ? ~ A O R * ~ ( G ~ 1 3 ~ ~ ) * S P 2 ~ H l l 3 ~ 2 ~ + C P 2 ~ * P l 3 2 + Z ~ O + ~ G ~ l 3 ~ 3 ~ ~ S P 3 ~ H ~ l ~ ~ 3 ~  
1 * C P ~ ~ + P 1 3 3 + 3 . O ~ ~ G t 1 3 ~ 4 ~ * S ~ 4 ~ H l 1 3 ~ 4 ~ * C P 4 ~ * P 1 3 4 + 4 ~ 0 * 1 G ~ 1 3 ~ 5 ~ * S P 5 ~ ~ ~ 1  
2 3 ~ 5 ) ~ C P 5 ~ ~ P 1 3 5 + 5 , 0 * ( G ( l 3 ~ 6 ~ * S P 6 ~ H ~ l 3 ~ 6 ~ * C P 6 ~ * P l 3 6 + 6 o O * ~ G ~ l 3 ~ 7 ~ * S P 7  
3-t4 ( 1 3 e 7 1 * C P  7 1 P137+7 0 0, 1 G ( 1 39 8 1 SP8-H ( 1 3  , 8 1 * C  P8 1 * P  1 38+8 o O* 4 G I 1 3 9 9  1 
4+SP9-H( L 3 ~ 9 ) * C P 9 ~ * P 1 3 9 + 9 0 ~ + ~ G ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 0 ~ * S P 1 0 ~ H l 1 3 ~ ~ 0 ~ * C P 1 0 ~ * P 1 3 1 O + 1 0 ~  
5 0 ~ ~ G ~ 1 3 r l 1 ~ * S P 1 1 ~ H ( l 3 ~ 1 1 ) * C P 1 1 ~ * P 1 3 1 1 + 1 1 ~ 0 ~ ~ G ~ 1 3 ~ 1 2 ~ * S P 1 2 ~ H ~ 1 3 ~ 1 2 ~  
b ~ C P 1 2 ~ + P 1 3 1 2 + 1 Z o O * ~ G o , S P 1 3 - H ( 1 3 r / 3 ~ * C P 1 3 ~ * P 1 3 1 3 ~  
I F ( N M Q X - 1 3 )  l d r 1 8 r 1 3  
S P  14= s P2 +CP13 +CPZ*S P13 























3 7 1  
3 7 2  
37 3 
3 7 4  
3 75 
376  
3 7 7  




3 8 2  
3 8 3  
38  4 
3 8 5  




3 9 0  
3 9  1 
392 
3 9 3  





3 9 9  
4 0 0  
40 1 
4 0 2  
40 3 
404 
4 0 5  
40 6 
4 0 7  
4 08 
4 0 9  
4 1 0  
411 
4 1 2  
41 3 
4 1 4  
4 1 5  
4 1 6  
41 7 
4 1 8  
4 1 9  
4 2 0  
4 2 1  
4 2 2  
4 2 3  
4 2 4  
4 2  5 
426 
4 2  7 
Table IV (Cont) 
42 a 






























































Table IV (Cont) 
P159=P21*P149-011555s555*P139 
OP159=PZ l+DP 149+DP21*P 149-0015555555+DP 139 
P1510=P21+P1410-0.13037037*P1310 
DP1510=P21*DP1410+DP21+P1410-0.13037037+DP1310 











C 2 = G ( 1 5 , 2 ) * C P Z + H ( 1 5 , 2 ) r S P 2  
C 3 = G (  1~,3)*CP3+H(l5,3)+SP3 
C4=G(15,4)*CP4+H(15,4)*SP4 
C5=G( 15,5)*CP5+H( 15,5)*SPS 
C6=G(15,6)*CPG+H(l5,6)*SP6 
C7=G( l5 .7 ) *CPT+H(15 ,7 )cSP7  
C H=G f 1 5 9 3 ) *C P 8 +H 15 9 8 1 4 SPR 
C 9 = G ( 1 5 , 9 ) * C P 9 + H ( 1 5 , 9 ) * S P 9  
C 1 0 ~ G ~ 1 5 ~ 1 0 ~ * C P l O + H ~ l 5 ~ 1 0 ~ + S P l O  




C 15=G ( 15 , 15 1 *CP 15+Ht 1 5 ~ 1 5  1 SP 15 
R R ~ ~ 9 ~ 1 ~ . O * A O K + ( G ~ 1 5 , l ~ * P l 5 l + C 2 * P ~ S ~ + C 3 + P l ~ ~ + C 4 * P l ~ 4 + C ~ * P ~ ~ ~ + C 6 + P l  




B T ~ 8 T + A O R ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 5 ~ 1 ~ * D P l 5 L + C 2 * D P l ~ 2 + C 3 * ~ ~ l 5 3 + C 4 * D P l 5 4 + C 5 * ~ P l 5 5 + C 6 * D P  
5 P = ~ P - A l ~ R + ( ~ G ( l 5 ~ 2 ) + S ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ l 5 ~ 2 ~ * C P 2 ~ * P l 5 2 + 2 ~ O * ~ G ~ l 5 ~ 3 ~ ~ S P 3 ~ H ~ l 5 , 3 ~  
l+CP3)*P153+3.O*(G(15,4)*SP4-H( 15,4)*CP4)+Pl54+4.C*(G(l5,5)+SP5-H(1 
~ 5 , 5 ) * C P 5 ) * P 1 ~ 5 + 5 o 0 + ( G ( 1 5 , 6 ) * S P 6 - H ( 1 5 , 6 ) + C P 6 ) * P 1 5 6 + 6 o ~ * ( G ( 1 5 , 7 ~ * S P ~  
3 ~ H ~ 1 5 ~ 7 ~ + C P / ~ ~ P 1 5 7 + 7 ~ 0 * ~ G ~ 1 5 ~ 8 ~ * S P E ~ H ~ 1 5 ~ 8 ~ * C P 8 ~ * P 1 5 8 + ~ ~ 0 * ~ G ~ 1 5 ~ ~ ~  
4 * S P 9 - H ~ 1 5 ~ 9 ~ * C P 9 ) * P l 5 9 + 9 . O * ~ ~ ~ l 5 ~ l ~ ~ + S P l O - H ~ l 5 ~ l O ~ * C P l O ~ * ~ ~ 5 l O + l @ ~  
5 0 ~ ~ G ( 1 5 ~ 1 1 ~ * S P l l ~ H ( 1 5 ~ 1 1 ~ * C P ~ 1 ~ * P 1 5 1 1 + 1 1 ~ 0 * ~ G ~ 1 5 ~ 1 2 ~ ~ S P L ? ~ H ~ 1 5 ~ 1 2 ~  
6 * C P 1 2 ~ * P 1 5 1 2 + 1 2 . D ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 3 ~ * S P 1 3 ~ H ~ 1 5 ~ l ~ ~ * C P 1 3 ~ * P 1 5 1 3 + 1 3 o 0 * ~ G ~ 1 5 ~ 1  
7 4 ~ * S P 1 4 ~ H ~ 1 5 ~ 1 4 ~ * C P 1 4 ~ + P 1 5 1 4 + 1 4 ~ ~ + ~ G ~ 1 5 ~ 1 5 ~ * S P 1 5 ~ H ~ 1 5 ~ 1 5 ~ + C P 1 5 ~ * P 1  
a s 1 5 1  




P161=PZ 1*P 15 1-0.2503132R*P 141 
DP161=PZ 1*DP 151+DP2l*PlS 1-0.25031928+DP141 
P 1 6 2 = P 2 1 * P 1 5 2 - O 1 2 4 9 ~ 4 2 l 4 * P 1 4 2  
OP162=PLl*DP152+DP21+P152-0~24904214*DPl42 
P 1 6 3 = P 2 1 * P l ~ j - O 1 2 4 5 2 l ~ 7 2 * ~ 1 4 3  
C P 1 6 3 = P 2 1 + D P 1 5 3 + D P 2 1 * P 1 5 3 - 0 ~ 2 4 5 2 1 0 7 2 * ~ ~ 1 4 3  


































































5 4 8  
549 
Table IV (Cont) 




DP169=P21+OP159+DP21+P159-0 .16858237tDP149  
P1610=P21+P~510-0.14687100+P1410 
D P 1 6 1 0 ~ P 2 1 + D P 1 5 1 0 + D P 2 1 + P 1 5 1 0 - 0 ~ 1 4 6 8 7 1 0 0 * D P 1 4 1 0  
P16 1 l=P21+P1511-0. 12260536CP 1411 
DP1611=P21+DP1511+DP21*P1511-0 .12260536+DP1411  
P1612=P21+P1512-0.09578544+Pl412 
D P 1 6 1 2 = P 2 1 + D P 1 5 1 2 + D P 2 1 + P l 5 1 2 - 0 . 0 9 5 7 8 5 4 4 ' D P ~ 4 1 2  









C2=G( 16t2)+CP2+H( 16r2 )+SP2 
C3=G ( 16 9 3 1 *CP3+H( 16 p 3 1 +SP3 
C4=G(16,4)+CP4+H(16r4)+SP4 
C5=G(16r5)+CP5+H(16,5)+SP~ 
C6=G I 16 6 1 +C P6+H ( 16 r 6 1 + SP6 
C7=G(16t7)+CP7+H(16t7)*SP7 
C8=G(lbr8)+CP8+H(16tE)+SP~ 
C9=G( l6t9)+CP9+H( 16t9 )+SP9 
C l O ~ G ~ 1 6 ~ l O ) + C P l O + H ( l 6 t l O ~ + S P ~ O  
C L L = G ( 1 6 ~ 1 1 ) + C P 1 1 + H ( 1 6 ~ l l ~ * S P l l  
C12=S( 16,12)*CP12+H( 1 6 9  L2)+SP12 
C 1 3 = G 1 1 6 ~ 1 3 ) + C P 1 3 + H ~ 1 6 ~ 1 3 ~ * S P 1 3  
C14=G(16t14)+CP14+H(l6rl4)+SP14 
C 1 5 ~ G ~ l 6 ~ 1 5 ) + C P 1 5 + H ( 1 6 t 1 5 ) ~ S f 1 5  
C16=G( 16 t 16 )+CPl6+Ht 1 6 7  16 1 +SP 16 
BR~BR~l6~0+AOR+~G~16rl)+Pl6l+C2+~l62+C3+Pl63+C4+Pl64+C5+Pl65+C6*~l 
166+C7+P167+C~+P168+C9*Pl69+ClO~Pl6lO+Cll+Pl6ll+Cl2+Pl6l2+Cl3+Pl6l3 
2+C 14+P 16 14+C 15+P 161 5 +C16+P 161 6 1 
B T = B T + A D R + ~ G ~ 1 6 r l ~ + D P l 6 l + t 2 . D P l 6 2 + C 3 + D P l 6 3 + C 4 * D P l 6 4 + C 5 * D ~ l 6 5 + ~ 6 ~ ~ ~  
1166+C7*DPl67+C8+DP168+C9+DPl69+ClO+DP16lO+Cll+OPl6ll+Cl2*DPl6l2+C~ 
23+DP1613+C14+DP1614+Cl5+DP1615+Cl6+DP1616~ 
B P ~ B P ~ A O R ~ ~ ( G ( 1 6 ~ 2 1 ~ S P 2 - H 1 1 6 , 2 ~ + C P 2 ~ * P l 6 2 + 2 ~ O ~ ~ G ~ l 6 ~ 3 ~ * S P 3 ~ ~ ~ l 6 t 3 ~  
l + C P 3 ~ + P l 6 3 + 3 ~ O + ~ G ~ 1 6 ~ 4 ) + S P 4 ~ H ~ l 6 ~ 4 ~ + C P 4 ~ + P l 6 4 + 4 o O + ~ G ~ l 6 ~ 5 ~ + S P 5 ~ H ~ l  
2 6 t 5 ~ + C P 5 ~ + P 1 6 5 + 5 ~ 0 + ~ G ~ 1 6 ~ 6 ~ * S P 6 ~ H ( 1 6 ~ 6 ~ + C P 6 ~ + ~ 1 6 6 + 6 ~ 0 + ~ G ~ 1 6 t 7 ~ + S P 7  
3 - H ( l 6 ~ 7 ) + C P 7 ) + P 1 6 7 + 7 ~ O * ~ G ( l 6 ~ 8 ) + S P 8 - H ( 1 6 ~ 8 ~ + C P 8 ~ + P l 6 8 + 8 ~ O ~ ~ G ~ L 6 t ~ ~  
4 + S P 9 ~ H ~ l 6 r 9 ) * C P 9 ~ + P l 6 9 + 9 ~ O + ~ G ~ l 6 ~ l O ~ * S P l O ~ H ~ l 6 ~ l O ~ + C P l O ~ + P l 6 l O + l O ~  
S O + ~ G ~ 1 6 ~ 1 1 ~ + S P 1 1 ~ H ~ l 6 ~ l l ~ + C P l l ~ * P l 6 l l + l l ~ O + ~ G ~ l 6 ~ l 2 ~ + S P l ~ ~ H ~ l 6 r l ~ ~  
6 + C P 1 2 ~ + P 1 6 1 2 + 1 2 . 0 + ~ G ( 1 6 r 1 3 ) + S P ~ 3 ~ H ~ l 6 ~ l 3 ~ + C P l 3 ~ + P l 6 l 3 + l 3 ~ O + ~ G ~ l 6 r l  
7 4 ~ + S P 1 4 ~ H ~ l 6 ~ l 4 ~ + C P 1 4 ~ ~ ~ 1 6 1 4 + 1 4 . 0 * ~ G ~ 1 6 t 1 5 ~ + S P 1 5 ~ H ~ 1 6 ~ 1 5 ~ + C P 1 5 ~ + P 1  
8 6 1 5 + 1 5 ~ 0 * ( G ~ 1 6 t 1 6 ) + S P 1 6 - H ~ 1 6 ~ 1 6 ~ + C P 1 6 ~ + P 1 6 1 6 ~  
I F 1 NNAX-16 1 18918 9 16 
t N= 17 
16 SP17=( SP9+SP9) +CP9 
C917=(CP9+SP9 )+(CP9-SP91 
Pl71=P21*P 16 1-00 2502780R+P151 
DP171=P21+DP161+DP21*P161~0~25027808+DP151 
P 172=P2 1 *P 162-0 . 249 165 7 3+P 152 
P173zP2 1*P 16 3-0.24582 869+P 153 
P174=P21+P164-O124O26696+~l54 
D P 1 7 2 = P 2 1 + 0 P 1 6 2 + D P 2 1 * P l 6 2 - 0 - 2 4 9 1 6 5 7 3 + D P l 5 2  






























































Table VI (Cont) 
1 c  EPCCt.= 1 S 4 6 . C  
r41J1 G 
2 1- 
2 2  
3 1  
3 2  
3 2  
4 1  
4 2  
4 3  
4 4  
5 1  
5 2  
5 3  
5 4  
5 5  
6 1  
6 2  
6 ?  
6 4  
6 5  
6 1 5  
7 1  
7 2  
7 2  
7 4  
7 5  
7 c  
7 7  
,3c57c.  c c c o  
- 2  1 1 C . C C C G  
- 1 2 7 C . C C C C  
29cc.cccc 
1 6 4 C . C C C C  
11 5c.cccc 




580. c c c c  
- 3 8 C o C C C O  
31o.cocc 
-24c. c c c c  
Z B 0 . C C C C  
Z G C . C C C C  
- 6 C . C C C C  - 15c.cccc 
- 7c . c c c c  
6 C . C C C O  
110 . c c c c  
-3c.cccc 
-z6c.cccc 
- 3 O . C C C O  
3c . cccc  
- 1 l C . C C C C  
e e c - c c c c  
-0 . 
-0 * 
5 8  10, O C C C  
- 1 6 6 C o O C C C  
54c.ccco 
-52c.cccc 
1 F C . C C C O  
3C.GOCO 
-0 . 
140. C C C O  
- 2 8 C . C O C O  
-80 * O C C O  





- 1 4 C .  C C C O  
8 C . C C C C  
-0 * 
-7c.cccc 
1 5 G . C C C O  
- 2 0 , C C C G  
-C . 
G. 
- 1 C o C C C G  
-4@. c c  c o  
G T  
s - c c c c  
2.cccc 
- 1 8  .cccc  
C. 
2 .cccc 
- C  . 
-C . 
-C . 
- C  . 
- C  . 
-C * 
- C  * 
- c -  
- C  . 
-0 . 
- C  . 
-C. 
-C 
- C  . 
-C.  
- C  . 
- G  . 
-0 . 
- c .  
-C. 
-G . 
- C  * 
V E S T I h E  
hT 
-0. 
-C . 1. ccoo  
-2c . cccc  
- 1 4 . C C C C  
- C  
- C  . 





- C  . 
-0. 













G T  T 












-0  . 
-0 . 













H T T  
-0 . 
-0 





- C  . 
- C  0 
- C  . 
-C. 
-C . 
- C  . 
-C . 
- C  . 
- C  . 
-c . 
- C  . 
-C. 
-C .  
- C  . 
-C . 
-C . 




Vestine (1960) Table 1 correcting G(7,6) from -130. t o  +33. Secular change 
from Table 3 f o r  1942.5. 
Table VI (cont) 
1 c  EPCCH= 195P.5 hAGbTb C G t T  I ( I K T E R h b L  1 
N M  G h G T  HT G T T  
2 1- 
2 2  
3 1  
3 2  
3 3  
4 1  
4 2  
4 3  
4 4  
5 1  
5 2  
5 3  
5 4  
5 5  
6 1  
6 i  
6 3  
6 4  
6 5  
6 t  
7 1  
7 2  
7 3  
7 4  
7 5  
7 t  
7 7  
3C4 5 C  . C 0CC 








94 c . CCCO 
75c.cccc 
64 C . C C C C 
-3 7c 0 CCGO 
2SCoCCCG - 1 s c . c c c C' 
34cocccc 












-G . 584O.CCCO 
-1 94C 0 O C  G O  
ZlO.GC0C 
-45c.ccco 

























































































- c  






































-c  . 
Nagata and Owti (1962) 
Table V I  (Cont) 
1 c  E P C C H =  1965.C L E P T c r t  E V A ~ S  ( X + Y I  
N N  G tr CT HT G T T  
2 1-30375-COCG 
2 2 -2C)87.CCCO 
3 1 -1648.CCCO 
3 2 2954.cccc - 
3 3 1579occco 
4 1 11~4.CCCO 
4 2 -2c33.cccc 
4 3 12ss.cocc 
4 4 e8o.cccc 
5 1 93C.CCCG 
5 i 811.cccc 
5 3 49c.ccco 
5 4 -402.CCCO 
5 5 262.CCOb 
6 1 -17SoCCCO 
6 i 357.CCCC 
6 4 -2C.CCCC 
6 5 -171.CCCO 
6 t -64.CCCLi 
7 1  42.ccco 
7 2  55.cccc 
7 3  12.ccco 
7 4 -239oCCCO 
7 5  1e.ccco 
7 6  B.CCC0 
7 7 -1lC.CCCO 
8 1  77. ccco 
8 2 -56*CCCO 
8 3  8.CCLO 
8 4  5.ccco 
8 5 -35oCCGC 
8 t -16.CCCO 
8 7  4.cccc 
8 E  2*ccco 
9 1  11.ccco 
9 2  23.0cco 
9 3  -0.cccc 
9 4 -17.ccco 
9 5  5.ccco 
9 6  2coccco 
9 7  -1occcc 
9 t !  12.CCCC 
9 5  7.cccc 
6 3 248oCCCfl 
-0  . 




- 3 8 5  oCCC0 
230. ccco 
-141.COOO 




- c  . 







10 1. ccco 
6O.CCCO 

















26 . cc co 
1cocccc 
-12.cccc 











































































- C .  
-C 0 
































- C  . 













-0  . 







-0  . 
hTT 












































P r i v a t e  Communication (1964) 
Table V I  (Cont) 
c 1  E P L C P =  1942.5 JChES P E L C I T E  ( C B L C I T E )  
N h  C k G T  P T  G T  T b T T  
2 1  
2 2  
3 1  
3 2  
3 3  
4 1  
4 2  
4 3  
4 4  
5 1  
5 2  
5 3  
5 4  
5 5  
6 1  
6 2  
6 3  
6 4  
6 5  
6 C  
7 1  
7 2  
7 3  
7 4  
7 s  
7 6  










-3s5c. C G C C  
-3E40.CCCC 
-2340.CCCC 
F 7 C - C C G G  





3 3 0 - C C C C  
5c.cccc 
-142C.CCCC 






-c  . -C . 
-553c.cccc -C * 
-0. -C . 
2590 ,  O C C C  -c . 
- 4 4 C  C C C C  -2  . 
-0. -C . 
194o.ccco -C . 
-33o.cccc -c . 
-1c. cccc -C . 
-0. -C . 
- 1430. ccco -C . 
76C.CCCO - c  . 
lFO.CCCO -C . 
1CO.CCCC -C . 
-C . -c  . 
530.CCCO -c . 
- 1  70. ccco -C . 
9o.ccco -C . 
32c.ccco -C. 
-4C.GCCC -C. 
-0 .  -C. 
-19C.CCCO -c. 
2 0 6 G - G C C C  -C. 
170,CCCO -C. 
9C.CCC@ -c . 



























- C  . 










































- C  . 










- c  . 
-C . 
Jones and Melotte (1953) Table V (Spheroidal e a r t h )  
Table VI (Cont) 
1 1  E P C t t i =  l S 6 G . C  JENSFN C A I N  
N P  G M C T  H1 
2 1 3 C 4 1 1 . 2 C C O  
2 2 2 1 4 7 . 4 C G C  
3 1 2 4 0 3 . 5 c c o  
3 i - 5 1 2 ! ~ . 3 C C C  
3 ? - 1 3 3 8 . 1 C C U  
4 1 - 3 1 5 1 . k C C O  
4 i c z 1 3 . c c c o  
4 3 - 2 4 E S . k C C O  
4 4 - 6 4 S . C C C O  
5 1 - 4 1 7 9 . 4 C C O  
5 2 - 4 5 2 9 . 8 C C O  
5 3 - 2 1 7 9 . 5 G C C  
5 4 7 C C . f ! C C O  
5 5 - 2 0 4 . 4 C C C  
6 1 1 6 2 5 . 6 C C O  
6 i - 3 4 4 C . 7 c ) C C  
6 ? - 1 9 4 4 . 7 C C O  
6 4 - 6 O . t C C O  
6 5 2 7 7 . 5 C C @  
6 C  6 9 . 7 C C O  
7 1 - 1 9 5 2 . 3 c c c  
7 2 - 4 8 5 . 3 C C O  
7 3 3 5 1 . 2 C C C  
7 5 1 0 5 . 1 C C C  
7 6  2 2 . 7 0 C C  
7 7 1 1 1 . 5 C C O  
7 4 2 1 4 1 . 3 C C C  
- 0  . 
-0 . - 5 7 7 P . 9 C C O  
3 3 1 Z o 4 C C O  
-157 .9cco  
1 4 F 7 , C C G b  
- 4 C 7 0  5 C C O  
21 .ccoo 
-0  
- 1 1 8 2 . 5 C C O  
1 C C C . 6 C C 0  
4 3 .  c c c o  
1 3 8 . 5 C C O  
- 0 .  
- C  . 
- 7 9 0 6 G C O  
- 2 c o . c c c c  
4 5 9 . 7 c c c  
2 4 2 o l C C O  
- 1 2  1- 8 C O O  
- 0 .  
- 5 7 5 . 8 C C O  
- 8 7 3 .  s c c c  
- 3 4 C . 6 C C C  
- 1  1 . 8 C C O  
-1 11 . 6 C C O  
- 3 2 .  S C C O  
Jensen and Cain (1962) 
- C  . 
- C  . 
-0 . 
- C .  
- C .  
-C * 
-C . 
- C  . 
-c  . 
- C  . 
-c . 
- c  . 
- C .  
-0  . 
- c  . 
- C .  
- c  . 
- C .  
- C .  
-L . 
- C  . 
- C  . 
- C .  
- C  . 
- C  . 
- C .  
- 0 .  
- C .  
- c  . 
- 0 .  
-c  . 
- C  . 
-0  . 
-C . 
- C  . 
- C .  
- 0  . 
- C .  
- C .  
- C  . 
-c . 
-0 . 
-c  . 
-C  . 
- C  
- C .  
-G . 
-C 0 
-0 .  
- G .  
-C . 
- C  . 
-0 .  
-0 . 
G T T  





- 0 .  
-C . 
-c . 
- C  . 





-0  . 
- C  . 
-0  . 
-0 . 
- C  . 
- C  . 







h T T  
- C  . 
-C . 
-C 
- C  . 
-C . 
- C  . 
-C . 
- C  . 
-C . 
- C  . 
-C . 
- C  . 
-C . 
-C . 
- C  . 
- C  . 
- C *  
- C  . 
- C  . 
- C .  
- C .  
-0  . 
-G . 
- C  . 
- C  . 
-c . 
-c  . 
Table IV (Cont) 












D P 1 7 1 0 = P 2 1 * D P 1 6 1 0 + D P 2 1 * P 1 6 1 0 ~ 0 ~ 1 6 0 1 7 7 9 7 * D P 1 5 1 0  
P1711=P21*P1611-0~13904338*Pl511 
P1712=P2 lap16 12-0- 11 568409*P1512 
0 P 1 7 1 2 = P 2 1 * D P 1 6 1 2 + D P 2 1 + P 1 6 1 2 - 0 ~ 1 1 5 6 8 4 0 9 * D P 1 5 1 2  
P1713=P21+P1613-0.09010C11*P1513 
DP1713=P21*DP1613+DP21.P1613-0,09010011+DPl5l3 
P 17 14s P2 1 * P  16 14-0 06229143* P 15 14 
0P1714=P21+UP1614+0P21+P1614-0~06229143*DP1514 
DP1711=P21*OP1611+DP21*P1611~0-13904338+DP1511 







C2=G ( 17 s 2 1 *C P2 +H ( 17 s 2 1 + SP2 
C3=G ( 1783 1 *CP3+H( 17t 3 1 *SP3 
C4=G( 17,4)*CP4+H( 17t4)+SP4 
C 5 = G  I 17 t 5 1 *C P5 +H ( 17 . 5 1 S P 5 
C6=6(17,6)+CP6+H(17t6)*S~6 
C7=G( 17,7)+CP7+H( 17s 7)*SP7 
CB=G( 17.8)+CP8+H( 17r8)+SP8 
C9=G ( 1799 1 *CP9+H ( 17 . 9 1 +SP 9 
C10=G(ll~10)*CP10+H(l7~ lO)+SPlO 
C 1 1 = G ( 17 v 1 1 1 CP 1 1 +H( 17 t 1 1 1 So I 1 
C12=G ( 17 t 12 1 *CP12+H( 1 7  9 12 1 *SP 12 
C L3=G ( 179 13 *CP 13+H( 17.13 1 *SP 13 
C14=G( 17r14)+CP14+H( 17t14)*SPL4 




1 7 6 + C 7 + P 1 7 7 + C 8 ~ P 1 ~ 8 + C ~ ~ P l 7 Y + C l O * P l 7 l O + ~ l l + P l 7 l l + ~ ~ 2 * P l 7 l ~ + ~ ~ 3 * P ~ 7 l 3  
Z+C 14*P1 l14+C 15+P 171 5+C16*P 17 16+C17*P1717 1 
BT=BT+AOR*(G(17rl)+DPl7l+C2*~Pl72+C3*DPl73+C4*DPl74+C5*DPl75+C6*DP 
1176+C7*DP177+C8~DPl78+C9*OPl7~+ClO*DP17lO+Cll+~Pl7ll+Cl2*DPl7l2+Cl 
2 3 * 0 P 1 7 1 3 + C 1 4 * D P 1 7 1 4 + C 1 5 * D P 1 7 1 5 + C 1 6 * ~ P 1 7 1 6 + C 1 7 * D P 1 7 1 7 ~  
B P ~ 3 P ~ A O K + ~ ~ G ( 1 7 ~ 2 ) + S P 1 - H o + C P 2 ~ * P l 7 2 + 2 ~ O * ~ ~ ~ l 7 ~ 3 ~ * S P 3 ~ H ~ l 7 t 3 ~  
l + C P 3 ~ * P 1 7 3 + 3 ~ O * ( G ( 1 7 ~ ~ ) * ~ P 4 ~ H ( l 7 ~ 4 ~ * C P 4 ~ * P l 7 4 + 4 o O * ~ G ~ l 7 ~ 5 ~ * S P 5 ~ H ~ l  
27.5)*CP~)+P175+5.0+(G(l7,6)+SP6-H(l7t6)*CP6)*Pl76+6-~*(G(l7.7)+SP7 
3-~i(17.7)+CP7)*P177+7~0*(G(17~~)*S~8-H(17~8)+CP8)*P178+8o0*(G(17t9) 
4 * S P 9 ~ H ~ 1 7 ~ 9 ~ + C P 9 ~ ~ P l 7 9 + 9 o ~ + ~ G ( l 7 ~ l O ) * S P l O ~ H ~ l 7 ~ l ~ ~ * C P l O ~ * P l 7 l O + l O o  
5 0 * ~ G ~ 1 7 r l l ~ + S P l l ~ H ( l 7 ~ l l ) + C P l l ~ * P l 7 l l + l l ~ O * ~ G ~ l 7 ~ l 2 ~ * S P l 2 ~ H ~ l 7 ~ l 2 ~  
6*CP12 1 +P1712+12,U+(G( 17.13) *SP l3-H( 17913) *CPL3)*P1713+L3oO+(G( 17.1 
74 1 *SPl4--H( 1 7 r 1 4  )*CP 14 1 +P 1714+14oO* (G ( I. 7.15 1 *SP15-H ( 1  7. 15 )*CPl5 1 *P 1 
8715+15oil* ( G( 17 16 )+SP 16-H( 17,161 +CP16 )+P1716+16-0*( G (  17 . 17)+SPl?-H 
9t17,171+CP17)+P1717) 



































































DP182=P2 1 *DP 172+0P2 1+P172-O024926686+OP 162 
P183=P21+P173-O*2463343l*Pl63 
D P 1 8 3 = P 2 1 + D P 1 7 3 + D P 2 l + P 1 7 3 - 0 , 2 6 6 3 3 4 3 1 + 0 P 1 6 3  
DPl84=P21*DP174+DP21*P174-0.24144672*DPl64 
P185=P2 l+Pl75-002346O410+P 165 















P1810=P2l*P1710-0o 17106549+P 1610 
P16ll~P21*P1711-0o15249266+Pl611 
P1812=P21*P1712-0o13196480*Pl612 
P 1 8 1 3 = P 2 1 + P 1 7 1 3 - O o 1 0 9 4 8 1 9 1 + P l 6 1 3  
DP1813=P21+0PL713+DP21+P1713~0o10948191*DP1613 









A 0  K= AOR + AR 
P1816=P21*P1716-0~03030303*Pl616 
C2=G( 18*2)+CP2+H( 18r2)+SP2 
C 3 = G I 1 8 , 3 ) + C P 3 + H ( 1 8 , 3 ) r S P 3  
C4=G(l8,4)+CP4+H(18,4)*SP4 
C5=G(lEr5)+CP5+H(18t5)+SP5 
C6=G( 18 r 6) *CP6+H( 189 6 1 +SP6 
C7=G( 18 9 7 1 +CP7 +H ( 18 9 7 1 SP 7 
C8=t( 18tB)+CP8+H( 18rB)*SP8 
CY=G(18,9)+CP9+H(lEt9)+SP9 
ClO=G( 18~10)*CPlO+H~18r10)+SPlO 
C l l = G ~ 1 8 ~ 1 1 I + C P 1 1 + H ( l 8 ~ l l ~ + S P l l  
C12=G( 18r 12)+CPlZ+H( 18r 12)+SP12 
C 1 3 a  18rl3)*CPl3+H( 18r 13)*SP13 
C14=G(18~14)+CP14+H(l8vl4~+SP14 
C15~G(18,15)+CPL5+H~l8vl5~+SP15 
C16=G( ltj,16)+CPlb+H( 189 16)+SP16 
C17=G( 18*17)+CP17+H( 1 8 9 1  7)+SP17 
C 1 8 = G ~ 1 8 , 1 8 ) + C P 1 8 + H ~ l 8 r l 8 ~ + S ~ l 8  
B R = B R - l & l . O + A O R * 1 G (  181 1 ) ~ P l 8 1 + C 2 * P 1 8 2 + C 3 + P , 1 8 3 + C 4 + P l 8 4 + C 5 + P l 8 5 + C 6 + P l  
lB6+C7+P187+C8+P188+C9+Pl89+ClO+Pl8lO+Cll+Pl8ll+Cl2*Pl8l2+Cl3~Pl8l3 
2tC14*P1814+C15+P1815+Cl6+Pl~l6+Cl7+Pl8l7+Cl8*Pl8l8~ 






























































Table IV (Cont) 















7 4 7  







7 -  
8 
9 
I O  
1 1  
12  
13 




Table V I  
I C  EPCCk= 1 4 5 8 . 0  
N F  G k 
2 1  
2 2  
3 1  
3 2  
3 2  
4 1  
4 2  
4 3  
4 4  
5 1  
5 2  
5 3  
5 4  
5 5  
6 1  
6 2  
6 3  
6 4  
6 5  
6 6  
7 1  
7 2  
7 3  
7 4  
7 5  
7 6  
7 7  





















































Adam, e t  a1 (1962) Table 4 























































- C  
G T T  























































--- Adam e t  a1 (1963) Secular change from Appendix for 61 observatories 1954-1959. 
Table V I  (Cont) 
c c  EPCCt-=  196C.C 
N M  G h 
2 1-30426.3718 
2 2 -2173 .5b51  
3 1 -1547.P441 
3 i 25S9.E3C4 
3 3 1574 .2517  
4 1 1322 .6534  
4 2 -2C08.9C58 
4 ? 1275.C282 
4 4 e77 .2400  
5 1 9 5 t . 7 0 8 @  
5 2 7 5 6 . 9 9 2 8  
5 3 527.2557 
5 4 -4C0.36G6 
5 5 272 .65b6  
6 1 -241.COS6 
6 i 352 .9445  
6 3 2?1.1537 
6 4 -33.1C23 
6 5 - 1 4 6 . t ~ S 4 7  
4 t - 7 ~ 5 , 6 2 2 5  
7 1  57 .6125 
7 2  7 L .  C926 
7 3  20 .4417 
7 4 - 2 4 0 , 9 7 2 9  
7 5 - 1 s . 1 2 7 1  
7 L  -C.41411 
7 7 - 1 c c . 4 c 9 c  
6 1  89 .9445  
8 2 -47 .2579  
8 3  -2 ,1539  
8 4 -25 .8217  
8 5 - 1 1 . 3 7 7 5  
8 t  26 . C t j ? C  
8 7  5.631C 
8 t :  5.6776 
0. 
0 .  
-1949 .1511  
C .  
5 7 6 1 . 1 5 4 4  
2 C 1 .4 7 4 6 
- 4 4  1 . 7 9 2 0  
232 .8557  
- 11 7 96  8 8  
0 .  
149 0 2 4 0 6  
-266 .3760  
-3, 6 3 3 5 
-262 .0534  
C. 
0 .1744  
124.3fiCi l  
-1C3.5910 
- 9 8 . 2 7 2 9  
7 5  . 4 3 7 6  
-C . 
5.cjS03 
65 .5440  
-1  8 .  C492  
-24.8694 
4 .5572 
-51 .1593  
- 2 2 . 4 c c c  
6 .4347 
- 3  7 . 7 2  2 6  
43 .7049  




Daniels and Cain (1964) 
b F H I L  64 
G I  
1E.4272 
7 .3484  
-24.8 1 C 7  
- C . 8 3 7 3  




- 1 .s43c  
0 * 8 1 3 6  
5 .3684  
-1 .90 i t .  
- c *  156C 




C . t 2 2 5  
C.C35? 
1 . 5 7 1 4  
- C  . 
- c  . 
- C .  
- C  
- C .  
- C  . 
- C  . 




- C  . 
-C . 
- C .  
- C  . 
C C E F F I C  I E h T S  
t. I 
G. 
C .  
- 1. 8 9 1  7 
-14 .c435  
-17 .6824  
0. 
3.9573 
- E . S 6 7 ?  
C.  
- 0 . S l 9 2  
- 1. 6 6 3 6  
3.1S23 
-5 .4794 
G .  
1.E192 
2.44C7 
- c .  7 t S S  
-I;. ? 7 26  
-0.2 3 9 6  
- 0  . 
- C  . 
-G 
-c. 
- C .  
- C *  
-0  . 
-0. 
- C .  
-c . 
- 0 .  
-c. 
- c .  
-C.  
-0  . 
1 . ~ 2 6 1 ,  
G T  1 
-C . 
-C  . 
-c  
- C  . 
- C  . 
- C  . 
- C *  
- 0 .  
-C 
- C  . 
-c . 
- C .  
-C. 
- c  * 
-C  . 
- C  . 
- C  . 
- C  . 
-C 0 
- 0 .  
-C  . 
-C . 
-0 . 
- C .  
-C . 
-C. 
- C .  
-0  . 
- e *  
-0 . 
- 0 .  
- 0 .  
-0 .  
- C  . 
-0  . 
kTT 
-C . 
-C  . 
-G . 
- 0 .  
- C .  
- C .  
- C  * 
- C .  
-C0 
- C .  
- C  . 
- C  . 
- C .  
- C  . 
- C  . 
-0  . 
- C .  
- C .  
- C  . 
-C . 
- C  . 
- C .  
- c *  
-C .  
-C . 
- C .  
- c .  
- C  . 
-C . 
-C . 
- C .  
- C  . 
- C .  
- C  * 
- C  . 
Table V I  (Cont) 
1 c  E P C C h =  1S55.C F I hCl- L E l r T C R  
N t  C t- 
2 1-3C55C.CCCG 
2 2 -227o.ccco 
3 1 -152c.cccc 
3 2 303c.ccc0 
3 I! 1580.CCCO 
4 1 IleO-CCCG 
4 2 -1s1c.ccco 
4 3 126O.CCCO 
4 4 SlC.CCC0 
5 1 s5c.ccco 
5 2 8CC-CCCO 
5 3 5ec.ccco 
5 4 -3BO.CCCC 
5 E, 31c.ccco 
6 1 -27O.CCCC 
6 2 32C.CCCC 
6 3 2CC.CCCO 
6 4 -4C-CCCC 
0 5 -15c.ccco 
6 t -7C.CCCO 
7 1 lCC.CCC0 
7 2  5c.cccc 
7 3  2o.ccco 
7 4 -24c,ccco 
7 5 -3c.cccc 
7 6  0. 
7 7 -11o.ccco 
-G 
-0 . 59co.occo 
-19CG.COOO 
240oOCCO 
-0 ,  
-4 5 0  00 CO 
290,ccco 
















































































































- C -  
-0 .  
















Finch and Leaton (1960) 
Leaton (1962) 
Table VI (Cont) 
1 c  E P C C H =  1960.0 FGLGERE 
N P  G h 
2 1-305cs . c c c o  
2 2 - 2 l B l . C C C O  
3 1 - 1 4 6 4 . C L C O  
3 2 2 S 7 1 . C C C O  
3 3 1 6 7 3 . C C C O  
4 1 1147.ccco 
4 2 -2012.ccco 
4 3 1 1 5 1 . C C C C  
4 4 8 3 1 . C C C C  
5 1 9s7.ccco 
5 2 8 t 3 . C C C O  
5 3 5e3.CCCCJ 
5 4 - 3 1 2 . C C C C  
5 5 237.ccco 
6 1 - 2 6 7 . C C C O  
6 L 2 7 2 . c c c c  
6 3 2 5 1 . C C C C  
6 4 - 5 2 . C C C C  
6 5 - 1 1 3 . C C C C  
6 t  - 8 . C C C O  
7 1  4 8 . C C C C  
7 2 1 3 1 . C C C C  
7 2 - 1 5 . C C C C  
7 4 - 2 2 4 . C C C O  
7 5  1 3 * C C G C !  
7 t - 7 1 , C C L C  
7 7 - 6 7 . C C C G  
8 1 1 C 4 . C C C C  
8 L - 6 4 * C C C C ,  
8 3  e . c c c c  
8 4 - l t ! . C C C G  
8 5  - 4  2. c c c c 
a (- 5 5 . c c c c  
0 i  -6. c c c o  
8 t - 3 3 . c c c u  
9 1 - 1 6 . C C C O  
9 2  6 .CGCC 
Y ?  1 3 . C C C O  
9 4  - 5 . C C C O  
9 5  3 3 , c c c c  
9 -1c .cccc  
9 7  - 7 . c c c c  
9 k  tl . C C C C  
9 5  c .  
0. 
5841. C O C O  
0. 
- 1 9 P 8 . C C C O  
1 9 8 . 0 C C G  
0. 
-390 . O C C 0  
291.ccco 
-174.  C C C O  
173.ccco 
-292.ccco 
h 9 . C C C O  
-206.CCCO 
-39 .cccc  
1 6 L . C C C O  
- 1 2 7 . o c c o  
- 1 4 7 . O C C O  
B U .  C C C O  
0 .  
1 .GCOO 
C 2 . C C C G  
3 F i o C C C O  
19.  C C C G  
4 . cocc  
- 5 7 . C C C O  
0 .  
-6';.OCCO 
7 . c c c o  
3 7 . c c c c  
2 2 . C C C O  
t i . c c c 0  
6 2 , O C C O  
3.ccco 
C. 
- 6 . C C C O  
- 2  1. c c c o  
-1.ccco 
- 7 O . C C C O  
5.cccc 
-1 1 . O C C O  
0. 
0 . 
0 .  
0 .  
C T  
-C.  
- C  . 





- C  . 
- C  . 
- 0 .  
-0 . 
-C. 
- c  . 
-C * 
- 0 .  
- C  . 




-C .  
-C .  
-C.  
- c .  
-C.  
-c .  
-c .  
-C .  
- c  . 
-C. 
- c .  
- C  . 
-C. 
-0. 
- C  
- c .  
-C .  
-C.  
- C  . 
-C.  
- C  . 
-6 . 
-C. 





- C  * 
- C .  
-0. 
- c .  
-C . 
- C .  
-G. 
-0  . 
-c. 
- C  . 
-C . 
- c  . 
- c  . 
- C  
- C  






- 0  . 
-C. 
- 0 .  





- C  . 






- C  . 
- c  . 
-c . 
- c  . 
- C  . 















-0 .  
- C  . 
- 0 .  
- 0 .  
- C .  
- C  . 
- C  . 
- 0  . 
- C .  
- C  * 
-C. 
-0 . 
- C  . 

















P T T  
-C . 




- C  . 
- c  . 
- C  . 
-C . 
-C . 
- C  . 
- C  . 
- C  . 





- C  . 
- C  . 
-C. 
-0  . 
-C . 
-C.  
- G o  
-c. 
-c .  
-C.  
- c  . 
-C. 
-C .  
-C . 
- C  . 
- C  . 
- C  . 
-C . 
- C .  
- C  . 
-C.  
-C.  
-c .  
- 0 .  
- C .  
- C  . 
Fougere (1964) 
